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Knowledge Base Article: Article 255 

How to use the new Click&DECiDE Queries Data Source? 

(Allowing queries on various data sources at the same time) 

 

Last Update: February, 16th, 2017 

 

Requirement:  

You need to install Click&DECiDE Version 16 (64-bit) or greater. 

 

Introduction:  

Click&DECiDE version 16 provides a new data source named “Click and DECiDE Queries” allowing to use the queries 

from a Click&DECiDE project file (*.wfv) as a Data Source. If that project contains several queries made against various 

data sources, you can create a new query using each existing query as if it was a table. You can thus join data coming 

from different data sources. For example, one query has been made against an iSeries data source, another query has 

been made against an Oracle data source, another one against an SQL Server data source or against an Excel data 

source. 

 

Targets: 

This new data source has two targets: 

1. To be able to make queries against various data sources at the same with the possibility to define some 
caches, scopes or index. The query result is stored in some hidden tables. 

2. To be able to create a data warehouse using the Click&DECiDE automatic ETL feature whose target is to 
prepare for end-users some « synonyms », that means some views pointing to hidden tables defined in point 1. 

 

1- Direct « Click and DECiDE Queries » data source: 
Cette partie est plutôt réservée à des utilisateurs avertis ou aux administrateurs. 

 The first step consists of using the new « Click and DECiDE Queries » data source to define some caches 
for the result (in various hidden tables) being updated according to the cache parameters, the « scopes » 
option (result set in cache by user or Globally) and with optional indexes. 

 The second step consists of using this new « Click and DECiDE Queries » data source to join X queries 
from different data sources. By default, if « caches » or « scopes » or « index » are not defined, the result 
for each will be set in cache for 5 minutes by user. 

2- Create and use synonyms with « Click and DECiDE Queries » data source: 
 In the above target point 2 some advanced users or administrators can use this new « Click and DECiDE 

Queries » data source to create some synonyms, from single or multi data source queries. 

 The synonyms are « views » pointing to the result saved with a cache for each table used in the query.  

 The benefit to use synonyms is to give a unique name to this result, easy to understand by the end-users. 

 The end-users will use a standard SQL Server data source to access to these synonyms. 

 Note that in the synonyms, some of them can be created from within an iSeries, other from Excel or SQL 
Server etc., and that the end-user working with these synonyms can create queries against various data 
sources without knowing that, because all synonyms are made under SQL Server. 

 

Use: 

 

1- Create the Click and DECiDE Queries data source:  
1. Open Click&DECiDE Administration Manager and select the Data Source Tab. 

2. Make a right mouse click and select New Data Source. 
3. Enter a name and select the Click and DECiDE Queries data source in the list box: 
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4. Validate with OK 
5. Specify the working directory where Builder can find the appropriate project files (*.wfv), for example a shared 

folder from the Web Portal or a directory in the server not visible through the Web Portal):  
Example: C:\CnD\My projects or Builder or 
C:\Users\Public\Documents\Click and DECiDE Samples\Web Portal\Shared Folder) 
 

 

6. In the Cache Tab, you can specify if you wish to enable some options:  
 

 

Enable Indexing Support: means that you want to be able to define some indexes for some fields. 

Enable Synonyms Support: means that you want to be able to have access later to an end-user table 

corresponding to the result of the query you have created. That option will be described in the second part of 

this manual 2- Create and use synonyms with the « Click and DECiDE Queries »data source. 
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7. Validate with OK. Make a right mouse click on this new “Query Builder” data source and click “Test connection”. 
8. If you are using Windows Authentication, just click OK. 
9. If you are using Click&DECiDE Authentication, enter your UserID and password then click OK. 
10. If this data source has to be used through the Web Portal, define it as Secured by Click&DECiDE: 

 

 

11. Activate “Use a unique User ID/Password by default », without the need to enter a login if under Windows 
Authentication. 

12. Add this secured data source the concerned User Groups. 
13. You can add the full data source, that means automatically all projects being or that will be in the working 

directory, or only some of the Builder projects that will appear in that list: 

 

14. Click File > Update Security from Click&DECiDE Administration Manager. 

15. Note that the Click and DECiDE Queries data source can access several queries saved in a same project or 
saved in distinct project files. 
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Use from Click&DECiDE Builder 

 
 Case of a query source having no parameters. 

  

1. Start Builder (or Web Builder from the Web Portal) 
2. Open or create a project (for example My Queries Multi Sources.wfv) file. 
3. If the “Query Builder” data source has been enabled to the User Group you belong to, you should see the 

authorized project files available, or for all Groups you belong to. 
4. Create a new query against this « Query Builder » data source: 

Select the required project to display the existing queries, as table-sources, for example the project containing 
Excel queries:  

 

5. Note that the Description only appears on the right side if you have entered e text in the “Description” box in the 
Properties General Tab for the concerned query in the Builder project: 
 

 

6. Select a table from this data source, for example “Salesman” from the “Excel queries” data source. Make a drag 
and drop this table. Then select another data source and another table from this other data source, for example 
“Sales” from the “SQL Server queries” data source: 
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7. Define the join condition(s) if needed, and switch to the Query Tab. The created query appears as follow: 

 

8. The « salesman » table is coming from an Excel data source. 
9. The « sales » table is coming from a SQL Server data source. 
10. Each table appears with a « Parameter » level and a « Table » level. 
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11. Note that in the above example the queries « sales » and « salesman » did not contain any parameter already 
defined. This means that al data will be saved in the corresponding hidden tables according to the cache 
values. 

12. Run the above query. Automatically one or several temporary tables containing the result are created in the 
Server SQL Server database.  

13. We will explain later on that manual the incidence of the already existing parameters in the queries sources 
feeding a multi-data source query. 

 

Parameter Level  

This level contains some options to improve the performances: 

<Caching> Mode:  

The idea is to update the hidden tables through a Scheduled Task according to the specified cache. 

 ON or empty (default): use or update cache, default value is 5 minutes. After that time the table is 
purged and deleted unless a scheduled task has recreated it. 

 OFF: do not use cache. 
 <Positive integer>: update cache if needed and keep for <integer> minutes.  After that delay the 

table is purged and deleted unless a scheduled task has recreated it. 
 <Negative integer>: always update cache and keep for <integer> minutes. You need to specify the 

Scope (Global recommended in that case). 
 permanent: always update cache, keep 10 years (similar to the previous one but valid 10 years). 

In the above example, we will define the cache as Permanent for both tables Salesmen and Sales:

 

<Scope> 

The idea is to define who can use the result table. Global is recommended but empty means “by User” 

by default. 

 Empty: by user by default. 
 User: by user. 
 Global: for all users. 
 Memory: in memory for current session only. 

In the above example, we will define the Scope as Global for both tables Salesmen and Sales: 
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<Index> 

The idea is to be able to add one or several indexes on the table containing data in the cache, giving 

best performances to future queries. 

 list of IX(IndexName, <fields>) = Index 
o IndexNAme = index name 
o <Field> = column name between 2 double-quotes if the name contains a space or special 

characters. 
o If several indexes, separate them with a semi-colon 

 UKC(IndexName, <fields>) = Unique Index 
o IndexNAme = Unique Index name 
o <Field> = column name between 2 double-quotes if the name contains a space or special 

characters. 
Example:  IX(Index1, CUST); IX(Index1, ""NO""); UKC(UniqueIndex1, SAL); 

 Case of query source already containing one or several parameters 
Supposing that one of the queries from the previous example was already containing a parameter on the DATE 

field with a list of period, such as keywords. 
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If we redo the multi data source query by joining the Excel (« salesman » table) with the SQL Server (« sales » 

table) and if this « Sales » query contains a parameter on the DATE filed, we will get this result: 

 

In the « parameters » branch for the « Sales » table we can see a new row with the P_DATE parameter. 

Although this parameter was a Date or Date Time Type, it appears here as a String because the value you can 

enter will be translated by the current multi data source query. For example, if you enter as criteria 2017, it will 

be translated with an interval including all dates for the year 2017. If you enter « Last Month » or « 1 months 

ago », i twill be translated with an interval including all days of the last month etc. 

If we add criteria on the left side of this parameter and if we run the query, only the records matching the criteria 

condition will be saved in the hidden temporary tables, according to the cache and scope values. 

In case of Cache not defined, the default value will be 5 minutes and in case of Scope not defined, the default 

value will be “by user”. 

For example, we enter « Last Month » or « 1 months ago » as criteria for the P_DATE parameter: 
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Now we run the query and we get the records for the concerned month: 

 

But what is important is to know that only those records will be saved into the hidden and temporary tables 

corresponding to this SQL query. That means that if in the cache delay duration, here 5 minutes, the query is 

run again with the same criteria, the response is immediate because data are coming from temporary tables 

and not from the original real data source. 

If now we modify these criteria by entering for example « Since 3 months » the result will be saved in a new 

temporary distinct table for this query with these criteria, during the cache duration. 

If we use other criteria or parameters on this multi data source query, then theses filters will apply to the data 

from the temporary tables as far as the cache value is valid. For example we can add a parameter on the AREA 

field in the above query: 

 

If we run, we get a question about the AREA: 
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And if we select any Area, the data are still coming from the temporary tables, only for that area, as far as the 

cache value is still valid for the DATE parameter: 

 

In summary, in the above query, we need to remember that: 

The criteria defined on the sales.parameters branch level for the P_DATE parameter will modify the number of 

records saved in the temporary tables during all the valid cache period for this query. 

The criteria defined on the AREA field level is used as a filter on the result extracted from these temporary 

tables. 
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2- Create and use synonyms with « Click and DECiDE Queries » data source: 
 

 In this chapter, we will describe how to use this new « Click and DECiDE Queries » data source to create 
some “synonyms”, from single or multi data sources queries. 

 The synonyms are some « views » pointing to temporary tables set in cache, according several options 
such as cache, scope and indexes.  

 The end-users will use a standard SQL Server data source to extract data from these synonyms. 

 Note that in the synonyms, some of them can be created from an iSeries Data Source, other from an Excel 
or SQL Server data source etc., and that the end-user working with these synonyms can make queries mutli 
data source without knowing it. 

 

Use : 

 

1- Create a Click and DECiDE Queries data source:  
In this step already describe in point 1, you just only need to activate the synonyms in the Click&DECiDE 

Queries data source configuration: 

 In the « Cache » Tab of this Click&DECiDE data source properties in Administration Manager, activate this 
option: 

 

 Warning: you also need to check if the SQL Server data sources you will use on that Server where 
Click&DECiDE Enterprise Edition is installed have another option enabled to support the synonyms 
management (Local SQL Server and/or Secured SQL Server). 

 Open the data source properties in Click&DECiDE Administration Manager : 
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 « Enabled » option will allow the end-users to access the synonyms, but also access to tables and 
views. 

 The « Synonyms only » option will limit the visibility to the synonyms only. If no synonyms exist, 
Builder will display nothing when browsing the tables list. 
 

Save this configuration and click the command File > Update Security. 

Use from Click&DECiDE Builder 

 
 Query source containing or  not containing parameters. 

  

1. Start Builder (or Web Builder from the Web Portal) 
2. Open or create a project (for example the file My Queries Multi Sources.wfv). 
3. If the “Query Builder” data source has been authorized for the User Group you belong to, you should see the list 

of the projects authorized for that User Group, or for these Groups if you belong to several User Groups. 
4. Create a new query from this « Query Builder » data source: 

Select the required project to display the existing queries, as tables sources, for example the project « iSeries 
queries » containing iSeries queries (AS/400):  
 

In this example we will use an iSeries query containing already 2 parameters:  

A P_DATE parameter on the DATE field. 

A P_AREA parameter on the AREA field. 

 
 

This query is saved under the name « iSeries Sales » in the iSeries Queries.wfv project file. 

Create this new query selecting that project file iSeries Queries.wfv and the query named « iSeries Sales »: 
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Go to the « Query » Tab and select the required columns: 
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The options such as Cache, Scope and optional index have already been described in the first part of this manual. 

Nevertheless, note that, when synonyms are used, the cache must be defined as « permanent » and the 

Scope as « Global ». We can add (optional) an index on the DATE field and a unique index on the « NO » field 

(Invoice Numer): 

IX(Index1, ""DATE""); UKC(UniqueIndex1, ""NO""); 

 
 

<Synonyms> 

The idea is to create  a view pointing on a temporary result table that will be available for the end-users 

who will not be managing themselves these caches, scopes and indexes. The end-users will see and 

will use the synonyms as if it was some SQL Server data source tables. 

 

We will thus define here a customized name for that synonym, that means a “view” name in SQL Server.  

 

To do so, click the criteria square on the left of the « synonyms » parameter in the iSeries 

Sales.parameters and enter as name for example DataSetReport.demo.Sales 2015 North-West, or 

<Database Name.Schema name.synomym name>. 
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Validate with OK. 

Also note that, in the iSeries.Sales.parameters, we can see that the parameters P_DATE and P_AREA from 

the query source are displayed. Of course if the query source contains no parameters, ignore this paragraph. 

If we add criteria on these parameters, it will limit the content of the temporary tables that will be updated when 

running this query, and according to the options given for the Cache, the Scope and the optional indexes, and 

depending of the criteria values. 

To limit the records to the year 2015 for example and to the ‘North-West’ area, we can add the following criteria 

for the corresponding parameters: 

 On the left side of P_DATE parameter enter as criteria 2015. 

 On the left side of P_AREA parameter enter as criteria NORTH-WEST. 
In fact, all criteria should appear as follow: 
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Validate with OK and run the query.  

 
On the background, automatically a synonym named « Sales 2015 North-West » has been created in SQL Server 

and that synonym is pointing to a temporary table only containing the records for the year 2015 and for the North-

West area.  

 

How to make a query on that synonyms? 

 

From Click&DECiDE Builder (or from Click&DECiDE Web Builder through the Web Portal), create a new query 

by selecting the « Local SQL Server » data source or « Secured SQL Server » data source if through the Web 

Portal, as in that case the data source must be defined as “Secured by Click and DECiDE”.  

 

Be sure that both data sources have the « Synonyms support » option enabled in Click&DECiDE Administration 

Manager.(See the paragraph « how to activate the synonyms). 

 

For example, create a new query on the Secured SQL Server secured data source on the database and schema 

declared in the full synonym name: (DataSetReport.demo) 
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Among the tables list from this DataSetReport database we can see the new synonym that has been created 

when running the previous query. Select this synonym and select all fields then run the query: the data are 

corresponding to the year 2015 and the North-West area declared as criteria on the P_DATE and P_AREA 

parameters. 

 

 

On that query result, you can now apply other criteria or parameters as in a standard Builder query. 

 

Note that, to simplify, this manual has been done on a single data source query to explain the synonyms feature, 

but it is of course possible to do the same using a multiple data source query. 

 

If for example, you have created several synonyms on various data sources, it is thus possible for the end-users 

to create a new standard SQL Server query by joining several synonyms together. 

 

Example: the synonym created in this manual is named « Sales 2015 North-West » and is corresponding to data 

coming from an iSeries. 
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We can imagine another synonym named « North-West Salesmen » corresponding to data managed in another 

data source Oracle, then a query joining these 2 synonyms could be similar to a multiple data source query but 

without the need to manage technical options such as caches, scopes or indexes reserved to advanced users. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The Click and DECIDE Queries data source is thus mainly reserved to Administrators, or advanced users, while 

the Synonyms access is mainly reserved to end-users through a data warehouse. 

 

 

 

 

***** End of documentation ***** 
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